
TAI CHI – 5 Elements 
 

不丟頂 Bu Diu Ding  (neither confronting nor disengaging) 
To confront is to resist. To disengage is to lose contact or separate. Do not break contact, 
confront, rush your response and/or lag behind. 
 

 

隨 Sui (Following - to follow, listen to or submit) 
Sui means not to take the initiative but just to follow the opponent’s movement. In any 
situation, you should always keep pace with the opponent in terms of speed, advancement 
or retreat. Only then will you be able to keep the opponent under control, as you are able to 
anticipate his every move  

 

 

黏 Nian (Adhering) 
The process of adhering is always in response to the direction of the opponent’s force. When 
the force of the advances forward, you move back without losing the contact of adhering. 
When the opponent retreats, you keep the contact by advancing forward.  
When applying the principle of adhering, you should always move with flow without letting 
the opponent break loose, and not resist the opponent’s direction of force.  
 

 

連 Lian  (Linking)  
The move should be projected through without breaking or becoming disjointed. All the joints 
should be linked together without breakage or ending. No pausing or intermission, like 
stringing the nine crocked pearls. This allows the circulation of Chi throughout the body.  

 

 

粘 Nian (Touch) 
When one person lifts the other through the contact of touching, this is referred to as a form 
of Jin in Tai Chi Chuan terms. This Jin does not stick to or lift the person directly but is 
induced indirectly through Yi. In push hands or in combat, when the opponent is strong both 
physically and internally with firm rooting, it is difficult to lift or shift his centre. If one uses 
Nian, one can make the opponent lose his balance and with the addition of intention, one 
can draw the opponent’s attention and energy to the upper part of his body resulting in an 
automatic severing of his rooting. This is caused by the opponent’s reaction to the 
application of Nian. At this instance, one can let go and entice the opponent into emptiness. 
This is referred to as Nian or touching.  

 
 


